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Optical configuration and color-representation
range of a variable-pitch dot matrix holographic printer

Chih-Kung Lee, Jeremy Wen-Jong Wu, Sheng-Lie Yeh, Chih-Wen Tu, Yi-An Han,
Eric Hong-Zong Liao, Linus Ying-Yueh Chang, I-En Tsai, Hsiu-Hung Lin,
Jeffrey Chi-Tang Hsieh, and Julie Tsai-Wei Lee

The optical system configuration and design of a dot matrix holographic printer that can create image
grating pixels of variable size, arbitrary pitch, and discretionary angle on a photoresist plate are pre-
sented. With the capability to vary spot size, grating orientation, and grating pitch on the fly, this newly
developed holographic printer can apply a prespecified color at each specific viewing angle. Diffractive
images with various visual effects and the wide color range that are possible by use of this system are
examined in detail. © 2000 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 090.1760, 120.4640, 090.4220, 050.1950, 120.4570, 350.2770.
1. Introduction

It has long been an objective of many researchers to
create holograms1–3 with the assistance of
omputers.4–15 Dot matrix holograms, the products

of a unique type of computer-generated holography
that uses many small dots consisting of diffraction
gratings upon a flat or curved surface to create a
holographic image pixel by pixel as today’s computer
printers do, have been gaining in popularity as the
technology continues to advance. Because of the
similarity of dot matrix hologram mastering ma-
chines and today’s printers, these type of machine are
generally called dot matrix holographic printers or
dot matrix mastering origination systems. A dot
matrix holographic printer records the interference
fringes of two laser beams to form small dots called
grating pixels. A dot matrix hologram thus has a
unique appearance, as its image is made up of grating
pixels that are visible under a microscope. To
achieve this form of presentation efficiently, dot ma-
trix holographic printers use a computer to determine
the characteristics of each grating pixel and then
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download the corresponding processing parameters
to control the optomechanical configuration within
the holographic printer to create a dot matrix master
upon a photoresist plate. The arrangements, lay-
outs, and shapes of these dots can be used to distrib-
ute incoming laser beam power to specific locations.
These features can be combined for purposes such as
anticounterfeiting applications of products and docu-
ments. Dot matrix holograms are also unique in
that they are able to combine dynamic or kinetic and
three-dimensional effects to create striking images
that are easily viewable under normal lighting. In
general, it is difficult to use traditional holographic
printers to create true-color holograms effectively be-
cause it is not possible to vary the pitch of each grat-
ing pixel. To further advance the application range
of dot matrix holograms, efficient color control must
be introduced into the dot matrix hologram origina-
tion process. Here we report the optical, mechani-
cal, data-flow configuration, and color-representation
range of a newly developed holographic printer
named Sparkle that possesses the capability to spec-
ify the pitch within each grating pixel.

In the literature, few peer-reviewed papers that
treat dot matrix holographic printers are available.
However, a total of five U.S. patents issued to date
are known to be directly related to dot matrix
holography.16–20 One can see by examining these
patents in chronological order that color control has
been the primary focus of dot matrix holograms since
their inception. The first patent16 does not deal with
a particular system configuration but instead focuses
on how to create the data flow and data structure
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needed to expose many diffraction grating pixels. In
addition, the use of curved grating lines within a
grating pixel to create a gray-scale image is clearly
described. The second patent17 details ways to in-
put and use diffraction gratings to represent many
two-dimensional images. An optical configuration
in this patent, shown in Fig. 1, a configuration that
can be used to control color of dot matrix holograms is
shown. The incident laser light beam is partially
split into several object beams and a reference beam.
The interference among the reference beam and the
object beams is then used to form grating pixels.
The patent details the way in which one can use the
pitch of each grating pixel to determine the color of
that grating pixel under specific lighting and obser-
vation conditions. Variation of the grating pitch is
achieved by determination of the object beam that is
to be selected by the slit.

A slightly different optical configuration ~Fig. 2!
ound in the second patent18 uses four beams to con-

trol the color within each pixel of a dot matrix holo-
gram. Figure 3 shows the optical configuration
described in another patent.19 Here the beam-

Fig. 1. Optical layout from the Toppan patent.17

Fig. 2. Optical layout from the first Davis patent.18
splitting grating and lens are fixed inside a rotational
stage ~Fig. 3!. When the laser beam source goes
hrough the beam-splitting grating, only the 11 and
he 21 orders of the diffraction beams will be selected
o pass through the focusing lens. Then these two
eams will converge to form an interference spot
pon the photoresist plate. The fifth patent,20 is-

sued in October 1998, is the latest patent of which we
aware that is directly related to dot matrix holo-
graphic technology. This patent, whose original dis-
closure was filed in 1988, with a continuation-in-part
application filed in the fall of 1993 and a further
continuation in May 1996, discloses a series of optical
configurations that can be used to generate dot ma-
trix holograms. In all these systems a laser beam is
split into a reference beam and at least one object
beam. An example of the optical configuration of
these systems is shown in Fig. 4. Modulation of at
least one object beam and adjustment of the angle at
which that beam interferes with the reference beam
on the photoresist plate create the grating pixels.
From Fig. 4 it is clear that the viewing angle and the
color distributed by each of the grating pixel are func-
tions of the partial mirrors and of the mirrors that are
used to guide the object beams.

It is clear from a review of these five dot matrix
hologram–related patents that the salient capability
of a dot matrix hologram is its ability to control the
grating pitch and thus to control the distribution of
color beams. This color control methodology uses
two coherent laser beams to generate a grating image
pixel by pixel ~Fig. 5!. Despite the color-control ori-
gin of the dot matrix hologram, most commercially
available dot matrix master origination systems de-
veloped so far lack a simple and effective approach to
control the grating pitch on the fly because of the
limitations of the optical configurations adopted.
The dot matrix holographic printer system reported
here can vary the grating pitch of each grating pixel
easily and effectively as a result of a new optical
configuration that is used.21 The fundamental de-
Fig. 3. Schematic of Applied Holographic’s patent.19
1 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 1 y APPLIED OPTICS 41
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sign concept of this innovative optical configuration is
similar to the optical configuration adopted in today’s
laser Doppler anemometer systems.22

It can be seen that two parameters ~Fig. 5! deter-
mine the characteristics of each grating pixel within
a dot matrix hologram. The first parameter is the
grating pitch, d, which is determined by the intersec-
tion angle, u, of the two incoming coherent laser light
beams. The larger the intersection angle, the
smaller the grating pitch. More specifically, grating
pitch d equals ly2 sin~uy2!, where l is the wavelength
of the incoming laser beams. The second parameter
is the grating orientation, which is determined by the
direction of the two incoming laser beams. More
specifically, the holographic printers create all dot
matrix holograms pixel by pixel by varying grating

Fig. 4. Optical layout from the second Davis patent20: OB’s,
object beams; RB, reference beam; BS’s, beam splitters.

Fig. 5. Spot grating image created by two focused beams.
2 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 1 y 1 January 2000
pitch d and the grating orientation of each grating
pixel. All commercially available dot matrix holo-
graphic printers use the interference pattern gener-
ated by two laser light beams to create each grating
pixel, as shown in Fig. 1. During normal operations,
a photoresist plate is placed in an appropriate loca-
tion to record the interference patterns.

As the fundamental concept of dot matrix holo-
grams lies in writing the image pixel by pixel by
varying the grating pitch and grating orientation,
there are potentially many other approaches that can
be used to create similar types of dot matrix holo-
gram. In addition to the methodology that uses two
interference beams, shown in Figs. 1–5, another com-
mon approach is to apply laser-beam or e-beam
lithography23–27 to create each grating pixel. As
laser-beam or e-beam lithography is commonly used
in making photoresist masks for today’s semiconduc-
tor processing, the equipment is widely available
within the semiconductor processing industry. Dot
matrix holograms generated by laser-beam or e-beam
lithography are commonly referred to as e-beam ho-
lograms, or kinegrams.27,28 Inasmuch as laser-
beam or e-beam lithography can specify the
linewidth, line orientation, and line location of every
pixel, a dot matrix hologram created by e-beam li-
hography can generally achieve even better resolu-
ion and brightness. However, the data files needed
o generate a laser-beam or e-beam hologram are

typically in the range of gigabytes.29,30 In addition,
using a laser writer or e-beam machine is extremely
expensive. A standard e-beam machine can cost more
than $10 million. This is the main reason that
e-beam lithography is not readily available; generally
only researchers or hologram manufacturing compa-
nies that belong to large consortiums or organizations
that owns or have easy access to e-beam machines
can produce e-beam holograms. For example, the
holographic team within Dai Nippon Printing Com-
pany, Ltd.,25 of Japan has performed extensive re-
earch on e-beam holograms, it has an e-beam
achine in house. The research team formed by
ational Taiwan University and AHEAD Optoelec-

ronics, Inc., which also has easy access to e-beam
achines at the facilities of Taiwan’s booming semi-

onductor industry as well as the National Nano De-
ice Laboratory,31 has also developed an e-beam

holography program, called Radiant. This program
is an add-on option to Sparkle and is used mainly to
facilitate the implementation of e-beam holography.
Making an e-beam hologram requires a GDS-II data
file format, which an e-beam machine can read. For
example, the Radiant program accompanied by the
translation program within Sparkle can translate the
bit map output of many MS Windows–based design
packages such as CorelDraw and Photoshop into a
GDS-II data file. Following creation of the photoli-
thography mask by the laser writer or the e-beam
machine, standard semiconductor processing equip-
ment called a mask aligner is introduced into the
fabrication process. An aligner has an UV light
source and a set of optics that can transform the
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photolithography mask into a pattern on a photore-
sist plate, which is the e-beam or laser-beam hologram
master. Once this hologram master is created, the
traditional hologram manufacturing process includ-
ing metallizing, electroforming, mechanical recom-
bining, and embossing can be used to mass-produce
the holograms. The above descriptions demonstrate
the close ties between dot matrix holography and
e-beam or laser-beam holography. With the wide
discrepancies between the system cost of dot matrix
holography and e-beam or laser-beam holography, it
is expected that dot matrix holography will gain even
wider acceptance, provided that an effective and ver-
satile dot matrix holographic printer can be devel-
oped. It hoped that the system detailed in this
paper will serve as a triggering point for an even
more technically advanced dot matrix holographic
mastering system.

2. Theory

The underlying philosophy of the design process for
dot matrix holograms is to create a graphic filter that
converts the original graphic design based on a series
of grating pixels. We know that all grating pixels
can diffract a specific wavelength of incident light to
the eye of an observer by means of the gratings, which
in turn allow the observer to see light diffracted from
the grating of each grating pixel in the hologram at a
specific angle. The integration of all the grating pix-
els in the hologram then generates the effects re-
quired for the original graphic design. If we want to
diffract the incident light to a particular direction, we
can start by recording the interference fringes of the
incident light beam and a light beam traveling along
the observing direction. More specifically, a light
beam incident from one direction of the original two
incident light beams that form the interference
fringes will be diffracted to the direction of the other
original recording beam. Figure 6 illustrates how a
grating pixel is formed by the recording fringes from
incident light beams k1 and k2. When observing
incident light beam k is incident onto the grating
pixel that is coated with a layer of reflective material,
light beam k2 can be rebuilt by diffraction.

Based on the concept of grating images, it is obvi-
ous that the original writing light beams, an incident
observing light source, diffractive light beams, and
pitch as well as orientation of the grating pixels are
the main factors that influence the reconstruction of
the desired images. For illustration, k is the direc-
tion of the observing incident light beam, k2 is the
direction of the diffracted light beam as well as of one
of the original writing laser beams, and k1 is the

irection of the other original writing laser beam.
or the case of a typical dot matrix hologram in which
reflective coating was coated on top of a grating to

reate a reflective image as shown in Fig. 6, k is the
irror image of k1 with respect to the plane where

the grating pixel is located. Assuming that the di-
rectional cosine of k1 is ~cos a1, cos b1, cos g1! and that
the directional cosine of k2 is ~cos a2, cos b2, cos g2!,
he wave front of one of the original writing light
eam will determine a family of plane K1, which has
normal vector k1. The intersecting lines of K1 and

the x–y plane where the hologram is located can be
formulated as cos a1x 1 cos b1y 5 d, which denotes a
eries of parallel lines with slope 2cos a1ycos b1,

pitch distance lysin g1, and an intersecting angle
with its x axis equal to w1 5 tan21~cos b1ycos a1! 1
py2 ~Fig. 7!. Similarly, the intersecting lines related
to diffractive light k2 are of slope 2cos a2ycos b2 and
pitch distance lysin g2 and have an intersecting an-
gle with the x axis equal to w2 5 tan21~cos b2ycos a2!
1 py2 ~Fig. 7!. From basic holographic principles,
we know that the two series of parallel lines will
produce another series of parallel lines that represent
interference fringes with pitch d and orientation V.
The three edges which are designated a, b, and c in
Fig. 7, denote the wave front of the incident light, the
wave front of the diffractive light, and the interfer-
Fig. 6. Grating pixel diffracting incident beam 1 into an observing
direction.
Fig. 7. Geometric relationship to determine grating pitch and
grating orientation.
1 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 1 y APPLIED OPTICS 43
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ence fringes, respectively. Considering the cosine
relation in geometry, we can express pitch d and
rientation V of the gratings as

V 5 w1 2 sin21 S l

c sin g1
D , (1)

d 5 a sin~w2 2 V!, (2)

where a 5 ~lysin g1!@1ysin~p 1 w1 2 w2!#, b 5 ~lysin
2!@1ysin~p 1 w1 2 w2!#, and c2 5 a2 1 b2 2 2 ab

cos~p 1 w1 2 w2!.
In a grating image design concept, pitch d and

orientation V of each grating pixel are the most fun-
damental parameters. They determine how the in-
cident light beam can be diffracted precisely to where
the observer is and thus can be used to rebuild the
desired image according to the originally intended
effects for each grating pixel. From Eqs. ~1! and ~2!
it is clear that the orientation of each grating pixel is
a function of the position of the light source, the ob-
serving location, and the position of each grating
pixel. At the same time, the grating pitch of each
grating pixel is influenced by four parameters: the
position of the light source, the observing location,
the grating pixel position, and the color wavelength of
each grating pixel. Thus a graphic designer needs
first to decide the location of a fixed light source, the
position of the observer, the color distribution, and
the desired viewing effects of every graphic pixel of
the original graphic design. For a dot matrix pro-
gram to have the correct preview function, all the
information mentioned above must be incorporated
into the design program that calculates the pitch and
orientation of each graphic pixel of the desired
graphic image. Note that a grating pixel can diffract
the incident light beam only into rainbow colors.
True-color dot matrix holograms require adoption of
a color-addition process. In other words, more than
one grating pixel must be combined to form a graphic
pixel to create true-color dot matrix holograms.

As every grating pixel on a dot matrix hologram is
actually a simple grating, the visual angle for each
pixel is small. However, this small-visual-angle
phenomenon translates into a bright pixel when the
observer is located within the designated viewing an-
gle for that specific pixel, as all the light energy is
concentrated within that small angle. As the com-
puted diffraction angles are varied, the grating on
each pixel will vary accordingly. Light beams of dif-
ferent wavelengths, i.e., different colors, will then be
diffracted to a corresponding observing position. In
other words, the observer will see a different color for
a specific grating pixel. When the wavelength of the
light beam that was used to diffract the incident light
beam into a predesigned angle exceeds the range of
visible light, the observer will not be able to see that
specific grating pixel for which a white-light source
was used. By calculating the specific grating pitch
and orientation one can adapt this fundamental con-
cept to create special effects such as zoom-in, zoom-
out, or changing shape.
4 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 1 y 1 January 2000
3. Color Reconstruction

Color-reproduction technology is one of the most im-
portant techniques used in printing, computer mon-
itors, television monitors, color printers, and color
films. The major color reproduction method used in
printing is the CYMK ~cyan, yellow, magenta, black!
ystem; the RGB ~red, green, blue! system is used for
omputer monitors and color film technology.32–34

More specifically, both color methods separate im-
ages by using three predetermined primary colors
~i.e., CYM or RGB! and then subtract or add color to
reproduce the color of the original image. Unfortu-
nately, these two methods are not able to reconstruct
all the colors seen by the human eye, especially me-
tallic colors. It will be shown below that true-color
dot matrix holograms can encompass a much wider
color range than the more traditional color-
reproduction approaches mentioned above.

The Commission Internationale de l’Eclairge ~CIE!
chromaticity diagram, which was developed to de-
scribe how object colors are perceived by a typical
observer in various lighting conditions, can be used to
overcome the difficulty mentioned above. In the
1931 CIE chromaticity diagram ~Fig. 8! the two chro-
maticity coordinates x and y can be used to describe
the location of the various colors. The inner region
of the half-elliptically shaped curve in Fig. 8 repre-
sents all the visible colors that can be perceived by
the human eye. The boundary of this half-ellipse
represents pure colors, which are formed by narrow-
bandwidth light beams. These boundary points
have roles similar to those of the primary colors RGB
or CYM of the color-separation systems. More spe-
cifically, the primary colors of RGB or CYM are in fact

Fig. 8. 1931 chromaticity diagram showing the color ranges of
various methods.
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vertex points located within the true-color range. It
should be noted that all the colors encompassed by a
region that is defined by a series of vertex points can
be represented by proper choice the relative intensi-
ties of the colors represented by these vertex points.
Using this concept, we can identify the maximum
color range obtainable from conventional printing
technology by examining the location of the primary
colors ~CYMK! of the traditional four-color printing

ethod. Similarly, we can also examine the color
ange that is accessible by a television set by mea-
uring the chromaticity coordinates ~i.e., chroma and
ue! of the three primary colors ~RGB! of television

monitor pixels. More specifically, true-color holo-
grams of the traditional method ~Fig. 8! use three
primary colors to form the true colors observed in the
hologram. This process indicates that traditional
true-color holograms can display only colors located
within the region encompassed by these three ex-
treme points. The color region that can be displayed
by a photographic color film and by a conventional
printing method are also shown in Fig. 8 to permit
the reader to compare the color regions obtainable for
the various color-reconstruction processes. The
wider the color region, the more powerful the color-
reconstruction processes.

Compared with the color-separation models such
as RGB, CYMK, and HGB ~hue, saturation, and
brightness!, the CIE color model has the advantage of
quantification and linear superposition. More spe-
cifically, the CIE color model can completely cover all
visible colors and can precisely describe color coordi-
nates as hue and chroma ~Fig. 8!. In addition, with
this CIE color model we can use a linear superposi-
tion to convert any color into different ratios of the
primary colors. It is clear that a traditional true-
color hologram reconstructs the object color by adding
the three primary colors RGB. In other words, a
color-addition process is used to re-create colors in
the hologram. This process is completely different
from the color subtraction that is used in the printing
process. If we can add more color components into a
hologram-making process, the color range that a
true-color hologram can display should be in fact
much wider than that of the conventional printing
process. It is shown below that the chromaticity co-
ordinates of various grating pixels created with Spar-
kle and illuminated by various light sources can cover
almost the entire domain of the CIE color model ~Fig.
8!. That is, combining many grating pixels of differ-
ent pitches to form a graphic pixel can produce true-
color dot matrix holograms that have the widest
color-display region of any color-reconstruction
scheme.

4. Implementation Methodologies

Dot matrix holographic mastering technology is con-
tinually being improved. Limits are being pushed
toward higher resolution, faster speed, increased se-
curity features, better fidelity to vivid true colors,
smaller overall machine size, and lower cost. Some
traditional dot matrix holograms, which are typically
of lower resolution, can achieve many different spot
shapes by simply changing the incident beam shapes.
However, in today’s high-resolution dot matrix holo-
grams, say, higher than 600 dots per inch ~dpi!, the
pot shape is typically round because of focusing.
Some of the technical advancements in dot matrix

olograms during the past few years are reviewed
erein. The configuration of a commercially avail-
ble dot matrix holographic printer, which is slightly
ifferent from the Davis’s printer18,20 described above
ecause it possesses only one reference light beam
nd one object light beam instead of one reference
ight beam and three object light beams, is shown in
ig. 9. In this two-beam interference holographic
rinter ~Fig. 9! the laser beam goes through the fo-

cusing lens and then is split into a converged refer-
ence beam and a converged object beam. The
converged object beam reflected by the mirror inter-
sects the reference beam to form a small grating pixel
upon the photoresist plate. Both the beam splitter
and the mirror are fixed upon a rotational stage. We
can alter the orientation of the gratings and the size
of each grating pixel recorded on the photoresist plate
by rotating the stage and by moving the lens, respec-
tively. Two drawbacks exist in this type of asym-
metric optical configuration. One is that the
effective grating area is smaller than that of the cor-
responding spot @Fig. 10~a!# because of the different
ptical path lengths and the different incident angles
f the two interference light beams. The second is
hat it is difficult to alter the grating pitch on the fly
uring the recording process. The first drawback
owers the diffraction efficiency and increases the
oise. The second drawback allows a graphic de-
igner to specify only one color when the image is
iewed along a specific direction, which then prevents
he creation of true-color dot matrix holograms.

To neutralize the first drawback, we consider the
ystems shown in Figs. 3 and 11. In the symmetric
ptical configuration shown in Fig. 11 the beam split-
er, the mirrors, and the lenses are all fixed inside a

Fig. 9. Schematic of an asymmetric two-beam interference holo-
graphic printer.
1 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 1 y APPLIED OPTICS 45
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rotational stage. The laser beam source is first split
into two light beams by the beam splitter. The two
laser beams are reflected by mirrors and then focused
by a lens. These two laser beams finally intersect
and form a grating spot upon the surface of the pho-
toresist plate. In the symmetric configurations as
shown in Figs. 3 and 11 the efficiency of the grating
pixel can be improved, as the two laser beams will, in
theory, completely overlap @Fig. 10~b!#. However,

either of these two configurations can be used easily
o circumvent the second drawback that we men-
ioned. To achieve the goal of altering the grating
itch within each grating pixel, we must change the
ntersecting angle between the two interfering laser
eams. The main difficulty in designing and con-
tructing a system that can change the grating pitch
n the fly lies on the fact that the focusing spot will

Fig. 10. Shape of an effective grating pixel in ~a! a asymmetric
and ~b! a symmetric optical configurations.

Fig. 11. Schematic of another two-beam interference holographic
printer.
6 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 1 y 1 January 2000
ove in and out of the photoresist plate whenever the
ntersection angle of the two recording laser beams is
hanged. Without the proper design, the approach
eeded to combat focusing spot location variations
an make a dot matrix machine complex and difficult
o align.

The newly developed optical configuration that
aintains the advantages of symmetric design and

ermits easy pitch variation is shown in Fig. 12.
he linearly polarized incident laser beam generated
y a He–Cd laser operating at a 442-nm wavelength
s converted into a circularly polarized light beam by
he first quarter-wave plate. The second quarter-
ave plate transforms the circularly polarized laser
eam into a linearly polarized light beam that is po-
arized 45° with respect to the nonpolarizing beam
plitter ~NPBS!. This arrangement guarantees that
he polarization states of the two laser beams split by
he nonpolarizing beam splitter will be identical and
emain s polarized with respect to all reflective mir-
ors within the optical head when the optical head is
otated to control grating pixel orientation. After
he incident laser beam is split by the beam splitter
nto two incident laser beams, the two coherent light
eams are focused onto the photoresist plate by a
pecially designed focusing lens. Grating pitch d of
he grating pixel formed upon the photoresist plate

Fig. 12. Schematic of the newly developed two-beam interference
holographic printer Sparkle.
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can be varied on the fly by translation of a stage
shown in Fig. 12 to change the distance of the two
coherent light beams before they impinge upon the
focusing lens. All mirrors in the optical head can be
shown to operate in a total-internal-reflection mode
in Fig. 12 even though the first surface laser mirrors
can serve the same purpose. Noted that the total-
internal-reflection mirror was used in the configura-
tion shown in Fig. 12, so the system can operate at a
wide variety of wavelengths without the need to
change many optical components. There are several
design features worth mentioning in the optical con-
figuration shown in Fig. 12. First, this design aban-
doned the concept of using a reference and object light
beams as seen in Figs. 1, 2, 4, and 9 and instead uses
two identical light beams. Second, even though the
implementation adopted for Fig. 12 is similar to that
of a typical interferometer, the two laser light beams
that form the final grating pixel need not have iden-
tical intensities because of the recording characteris-
tics of the photoresist used. Our experience has
shown that, as long as the intensity ratio between the
two light beams remains 1:10, the final grating re-
sults will be quite acceptable for the typical photore-
sist used for the chosen laser wavelength.

As shown in Fig. 13, the larger the distance be-
tween the two coherent light beams, the smaller the

Fig. 13. Changing grating pitch on the fly with the newly devel-
oped Sparkle printer.
grating pitch d. The focusing lens shown in Figs. 12
nd 13 was especially designed and fabricated to pre-
ent spherical aberration of this focusing lens from
hanging the location of the focusing spot whenever
he distance between the two incoming coherent laser
eams is changed. Varying the spot size can change
he relative diffraction efficiency of each grating
ixel, which is an important considering in creating
rue-color dot matrix holograms. The spot size con-
rol implemented in Sparkle is shown in Figs. 14 and
5. If the back focal plane of lens 1 coincides with
he front focal plane of lens 2, a collimated light beam
n entering lens 1 will remain collimated after it
asses through lens 2 @Fig. 14~a!#. This configura-

tion will achieve the smallest focusing spot. If lens 2
of Fig. 14~b! is moved farther from the back focal
plane of lens 1, the transmitted light beam after lens
2 will converge. This converged light beam will be

Fig. 14. Changing the light beam convergent angles on the fly by
use of a lens pair.

Fig. 15. Changing the grating pixel spot size on the fly with the
newly developed Sparkle printer.
1 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 1 y APPLIED OPTICS 47
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further converged by the focusing lens, as shown in
Fig. 15. It is clear from the above discussion that
the spot size will depend on the converged angle of
the transmitted light beams of lens 2 shown in Fig.
14. This is the mechanism adopted in Sparkle to
modify the spot size, which is then used to control the
relative diffraction efficiency needed to create true-
color dot matrix holograms. Note that spot size is
independent of the grating pitch in the configuration
shown in Fig. 12, an important consideration for cre-
ating vivid true colors. In addition, as these two
converged light beams that were used to change the
spot size ~Fig. 14! remain parallel to the optical axis
of the focusing lens, they will continue to intersect at
the focal point of the focusing lens that coincides with
the photoresist plate. In addition, the spot shape
will remain circular for the configuration shown in
Fig. 14~b!. This circular spot shape will be easier to
arrange than the elliptical spot shape shown in Fig.
10~b!. Furthermore, as the wave fronts of the two
converged light beams are basically spherical, the
interference fringes formed by these two convergent
spherical wavefronts will remain a series of straight
lines. This property provides us with a chance to
use the spot size to control the diffractive efficiency of
each grating pixel. As the spot size obtained from
the configuration shown in Fig. 14~b! will be larger
than that of the configuration shown in Fig. 14~a!, it
will achieve a higher relative intensity to represent
the specific color. By varying the relative sizes of all
the grating pixels that form a particular color pixel,
which displays a specific color that an observer can
see, we can tailor the chromaticity coordinate of each
graphic pixel.

It is clear from the above discussions that grating
pixels generated by this newly developed holographic
printer can have spot size, grating orientation, and
grating pitch completely specified by the designer;
i.e., the images constructed can show many prespeci-
fied colors at a specific viewing angle. Furthermore,
the combined effects of controlling spot size, grating
orientation, and grating pitch on the fly provides
Sparkle with a capability to create true-color dot ma-
trix holograms. Microscopic photos of the focusing
spot at 400 and 800 dpi are shown in Fig. 16. It
should be noted that, even in the same dpi configu-
ration, Sparkle can still modify the relative diffrac-
tive efficiency of each grating pixel. The color-range
argument represented by Fig. 8 further testifies to
the advantages of the optical configuration adopted in
Sparkle. The color range that can be encompassed
by Sparkle will be examined below.

5. Color Technology of Diffraction Gratings

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the borders of the CIE
diagram are pure colors that represent pure-light
wavelengths that range from 380 to 780 nm. In ad-
dition, the newly developed dot matrix holographic
printer Sparkle, which has an on-the-fly grating
pitch-varying capability, can write grating pixels ac-
cording to the user’s design to diffract the appropriate
light beams from the light source to the observer with
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a nearly pure spectrum. In other words, the chro-
maticity coordinate of a grating pixel generated by
this diffractive approach will be very close to the CIE
diagram border. By selecting enough grating pixels
from the borders of the CIE diagram and by using the
linearity of the CIE color representation method, one
can easily create almost any color located within the
CIE color diagram by combining multiple grating pix-
els to form a graphic pixel. Any three grating pixels,
which represent three different light wavelengths,
can be chosen at one time to compose any color that
happens to be located within the triangular area en-
compassed by the three color grating pixels ~Fig. 17!.

The basic equations related to defining chromatic-
ty coordinates in the CIE color theory can be derived
rst from the definition of the stimulus X, Y, and Z.

That is,

X 5 *
380

780

PRx#dl, Y 5 *
380

780

PRy#dl, Z 5 *
380

780

PRz#dl,

(3)

where P is the spectral distribution of the light
source, R is the reflectance curve for a typical object,
and x# , y# , and z# represent the spectral response curve
of a standard observer.32–34 For dot matrix holo-
grams, R must be modified to be the product of the
color-dispersion curve of the grating pixel and the
color-dispersion curve of the reflective material that
covers the dot matrix hologram. The chromaticity
coordinates x and y are then defined as

x 5 Xy~X 1 Y 1 Z!, y 5 Yy~X 1 Y 1 Z!. (4)

Fig. 16. Microscopic photos of grating pixels at different resolu-
tions and at different spot sizes: ~a! 400 dpi with small spot size,
~b! 400 dpi with large spot size, ~c! 800 dpi with small spot size, ~d!
800 dpi with large spot size.
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Designating the desired graphic pixel that has chro-
maticity coordinates ~x0, y0! and sample luminance
reflectance Y0 as @~x0, y0!, Y0#, we can construct this
graphic pixel by using three chosen grating pixels.35

Consider the case when the chromaticity coordinates
of these three prespecified grating pixels are ~x1, y1!,
~x2, y2!, and ~x3, y3! and the diffractive light-beam
intensity that can be generated by each of these three
extreme points is expressed as Y1, Y2, or Y3 ~Fig. 17!.
The linearity of the CIE color theory thus yields

x0 5 u 3 x1 1 v 3 x2 1 w 3 x3, (5)

y0 5 u 3 y1 1 v 3 y2 1 w 3 y3, (6)

where u 5 by~a 1 b!, v 5 dy~c 1 d!, w 5 fy~e 1 f !, a 5
@~x1 2 x0!2 1 ~y1 2 y0!2#1y2, b 5 @~A1 2 x0!2 1 ~B1 2
y0!2#1y2, c 5 @~x2 2 x0!2 1 ~y2 2 y0!2#1y2, d 5 @~A2 2
0!2 1 ~B2 2 y0!2#1y2, e 5 @~x3 2 x0!2 1 ~y3 2 y0!2#1y2,
nd f 5 @~A3 2 x0!2 1 ~B3 2 y0!2#1y2. In addition,

parameters ~A1, B1!, ~A2, B2!, and ~A3, B3! can be
shown to be

A1 5 ~M32x2 2 M10x1 2 y2 1 y1!y~M32 2 M10!,

B1 5 M32~A1 2 x2! 1 y2, (7)

A2 5 ~M31x1 2 M20x2 2 y3 1 y2!y~M31 2 M20!,

B2 5 M31~A2 2 x3! 1 y3, (8)

A3 5 ~M21x1 2 M30x3 2 y1 1 y3!y~M21 2 M30!,

B3 5 M21~A3 2 x1! 1 y1, (9)

where M32 is the slope between ~x3, y3! and ~x2, y2!,
M21 is the slope between ~x2, y2! and ~x1, y1!, etc.

The above discussion indicates the need for an al-
gorithm with which to construct a specific color.
This algorithm also stresses that, in designing a
graphic pixel, the diffractive intensity of each grating
pixel must be different even though all three grating
pixels are under the same light source. To handle
this issue more clearly, we use @~x, y!, Y# to represent
the sample color, where ~x, y! is the chromaticity
coordinate and Y is the luminance reflectance Y. In
a dot matrix hologram approach, changing either the
size of a grating pixel or using more than one grating
pixel to represent that primary color can cause Y to
vary. In practical implementation, Y can be a func-
tion of the exposure time or a function of the number
of grating pixels. The microscopic photos of graphic
pixels shown in Fig. 16 have different Y values, even
when the dpi values are identical.

With the flexibility provided by the newly devel-
oped dot matrix holographic printer, grating pixels of
various pitches and orientations can be created with
ease. To fully capture the power of this holographic
printer and to create three-dimensional true-color dot
matrix holograms we must first examine the chroma-
ticity coordinate of each grating pixel fabricated and
observed under various conditions. A total of 49
grating pitches that can cover the entire CIE border
with equal distance from the nearest grating pixel
were chosen as the fundamental color elements in
this section. The experimental setup implemented
is shown in Fig. 18; a color plate made from 49 blocks
created by Sparkle is at the heart of this experiment.
Each of these 49 color blocks, which measures 5 mm
by 5 mm, is filled with grating pixels of a distinctive
grating pitch, which correspond to a chromaticity co-
ordinate that is located near the border of the CIE
chromaticity diagram. We measured the chromatic-
ity coordinate that corresponds to each color block by
using the configuration shown in Fig. 18. The chro-
maticity coordinates of these 49 color blocks, which
directly correspond to the grating pitch in this exper-
iment, evenly span the borders of the CIE chromatic-
ity diagram. In addition, the 49 color blocks that
correspond to 49 different wavelengths were not cho-
sen to be equally divided between wavelengths 380
and 780 nm but to be equally divided between the
CIE hoof-shaped boundary into 49 almost equally
distant portions. More specifically, the diffracted
light wavelength is determined directly from the lin-
ear dimension of the CIE chromaticity diagram,
which means that the color presentation is linear in
the CIE chromaticity diagram space instead of in
Fig. 17. Color composition by use of three extreme points located
on the CIE color diagram.
 Fig. 18. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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Table 1. Characteristics of 6 of the 49 Color Blocks When the Incident

5

wavelength space. Table 1 lists 6 of the 49 grating
pitches chosen. For configurations other than the
one shown in Fig. 18 one can use the simple grating
formula to determine the desired grating pitch and
the corresponding color spectra. More specifically, if
an observer wants to receive a specific color with
wavelength at 380 nm when the incident light angle
is 45°, the desired grating pitch can be calculated
from the grating formula d sin u 5 nl. For n 5 1,
the desired grating pitch will then be

d~nm! 5 lysin u 5 380~nm!ysin 45°. (10)

A Photonics Research PR650 colormeter36 that acts
as a spectrometer and can measure the incident light
spectrum across the full visible color range every 4
nm was used to measure the light diffracted by the
series of grating blocks located on the color plate.
The light source was set such that the incident angle
for each grating block under investigation was at 30°.
The distance between the light source and the color
plate was set long enough that the incident light
appears collimated even when the light source is not
a true collimated source. In addition, the color plate
was covered with a reflective cover such that only the
grating block under evaluation is illuminated by the
light source. All other areas had the incident light
reflected away from the entrance pupil of the PR650
colormeter. More specifically, two custom-made
spatial filters were used to prevent scattering light
and color noise from entering the colormeter. The
first filter, a blocking board ~Fig. 18! with a 10 mm by
10 mm hole located at its center, was used to limit the
light incident onto the color plate. The second filter,
a mirror with a 4 mm by 4 mm hole that was slightly
smaller than the size of each color block, was used to
ensure that only the light beam diffracted from the
grating block under investigation entered the en-
trance pupil of the colormeter. Sandpaper instead of
a mirror was also tried, with limited success, as the
light beam scattered by the sandpaper appeared as
background noise and reduced the color purity of the
light beam diffracted by each grating block. This
observation indicates that the color composition by
diffraction gratings must be made with care such that
one must consider the substrate reflectivity, surface
roughness, etc. to obtain the best results.

During measurements, the color plate was moved
horizontally on the X–Y plane. The light beam dif-
fracted from each grating block was measured block

Angle Equals 30°

Pitch
Number

Wavelength
~mm!

Pitch
~mm!

1 0.6270 1.2540
2 0.5734 1.1468
3 0.5356 1.0712
4 0.5055 1.0110
5 0.4904 0.9808
6 0.4700 0.9400
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by block to yield all 49 data points. The chromatic-
ity coordinate and the diffracted spectrum from each
block were retrieved directly from the colormeter.
Experiments were performed with several widely
available light sources including a halogen lamp, an
incandescent light, a snake light, and a fluorescent
light. We obtained the spectra of the light beams
illuminated by these four light sources ~Fig. 19! by
projecting these light sources onto a white diffusive
paper; then we used the colormeter to measure the
scattered spectra. Note that the area of white paper
illuminated by the light source was limited to the
same area as that of the color block to ensure a fair
comparison. More specifically, using the same 4 mm
by 4 mm measurement area to measure both the
diffracted light beam intensity and the scattered light
intensity provided us with the same Y value needed
for our color composition studies. The spectra data
shown in Fig. 19 indicate that all four light sources
are biased toward the red portion of the visible spec-
trum. It is clear from Eqs. ~3! that the chromaticity
data of each grating block measured with these four
light sources will be biased toward the red region.
More specifically, substituting the data shown in Fig.
19 into Eqs. ~3! clearly indicates that color blocks
associated with the long-wavelength region will have
chromaticity coordinates that will be located nearer
the CIE boundary than those of the short-wavelength
region. As the chromaticity coordinates of all 49
color blocks were found to appear within the CIE
diagram in a continuous manner, only chromaticity
coordinates measured from 6 of the 49 color blocks
are shown in Fig. 20. The data confirmed the expec-
tations. Note that the chromaticity coordinate that
corresponds to the color block that represents the
longest wavelength may move toward the center of
the CIE diagram. The underlying reason for this is
that the wavelength of the diffracted spectrum that
can transmit onto the observer for that particular
color block will correspond to a wavelength outside
the perceivable range of the human eye, such as in
the infrared region. From Fig. 20 it is clear that
color blocks illuminated by different light sources will

Fig. 19. Color spectra of the light sources used, where the inten-
sity response is measured in kilowatts per square meter. The
intensities of the halogen lamp and the snake light are taken from
the left-hand axis; those of the incandescent lamp and fluorescent
light, from right-hand axis.
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possess different chromaticity coordinates. That is,
when grating pixels are used to compose colors, some
of the colors can be reconstructed correctly only when
specific light sources are used, whereas some colors
can be reconstructed by use of all kinds of light
sources. This observation provides us with an even
more appealing approach that can be adapted for
anticounterfeiting applications. When a light
source with the appropriate spectral curve is chosen,
the 49 color blocks can encompass almost the full CIE
chromaticity diagram ~Fig. 8!.

6. True-Color Three-Dimensional Dot Matrix
Holograms

As our perspective of object depth comes primarily
from difference in viewing angle of our two eyes, the
diffraction effect generated by each grating pixel can
certainly be used to create three-dimensional ~3D!
perspectives of images in a two-dimensional medium.
Furthermore, the CIE chromaticity diagram concept
mentioned above, which uses multiple grating pixels
to create a graphic pixel, can be used to create true-
color diffractive images. By combining the charac-
teristics of the newly developed dot matrix
holographic printer and the two concepts mentioned
above, we can achieve the methodologies needed for
implementing true-color 3D dot matrix holograms, as
we detail below.

We take the three objects shown in Fig. 21 as ex-
amples. The triangle stands at the frontmost posi-
tion, with the circle and the rectangle located behind
it in that order. The left, middle, and right views of
this set of three objects are shown in Fig. 21. This
figure clearly indicates that the human perspective of
object depth comes from the shifting of objects at
different views. A special grating pixel located in
the x–y plane that has pitch d and angle V between

Fig. 20. Chromaticity coordinates of six color blocks illuminated
by using four different light sources.
the grating orientation and the x axis ~Fig. 22! can be
used as the vehicle to create the 3D image. The
incident light beam propagates in the y–z plane and
has an angle g1 with the z axis, i.e., a1 5 py2 and b1 5
py2 2 g1. The diffracted light beam travels along a
direction that has angles a2, b2, and g2 with respect to
the x, y, and z axes, respectively. In this case the
equations that govern the relationship between the
incident and the diffracted light beams can be derived
from Eqs. ~1! and ~2! as follows:

d 5
l

~sin2 g1 1 sin2 g2 1 2 sin g1 sin g2 cos v!1y2 , (11)

V 5 sin213 sin v

S1 1
sin2 g1

sin2 g2
1

2 cos v sin g1

sin g2
D1y24 , (12)

v 5 tan21 Scos b2

cos a2
D 1

p

2
, (13)

here l is the wavelength of the light beam, V is
ositive if it is measured counterclockwise about the
ositive z axis from the positive x axis, and the value
shown in Eq. ~12! takes the same sign as the value

f cos a2.
Considering the condition when a 3D dot matrix

hologram is viewed at a distance of 300 mm and the

Fig. 21. Perspectives of 3D images at three different angles.

Fig. 22. Grating pixel for a true-color 3D dot matrix hologram.
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typical distance between an individual’s two eyes is
70 mm, the viewing angle difference between the two
eyes will then be equal ;13.3° @52 tan21 ~70y2y300!#.
More specifically, one needs to design the diffracted
light by making the grating plane angle 6.65°
@5tan21 ~70y2y300!# for the right eye and 26.65°
@52tan21 ~70y2y300!# for the left eye with respect to
the z axis ~angle b2!. In a 3D dot matrix hologram,
each point of the hologram may be used to represent
a different depth perspective. For example, if a
background image point is to be placed 10 mm behind
the hologram, the background image point must be
shifted 1.17 mm @510~70y2y300!# at the two views for
both the left and the right eyes. In other words, the
background image must shift leftward 1.17 mm for
the left view and rightward 1.17 mm for the right
view. In addition, for foreground and background
image points of an equal depth perspective, the two
views must be shifted by equal distances but in op-
posite directions.

The above discussion indicates that, to create a 3D
dot matrix hologram, the designer may first create
pseudo-3D models in a computer and then take views
horizontally, say, every 13.3°. This can be an ex-
tremely time-consuming process if a delicate 3D
model is to be created with a computer. The method
described in this paper is somewhat simpler and
more practical. Several digital cameras were used
to take pictures of a real object from various perspec-
tives. These pictures, which represent different per-
spectives of the real object, are then used to create a
3D dot matrix hologram of the real object. This pro-
cess involves integrating the effects of multiple grat-
ing pixels and then re-creating each true-color
graphic pixel at a different perspective. Figure 23
shows the left and right pictures a hologram, which is

Fig. 23. ~a! Left and ~b! right image
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the 3D image of a ceramic lion. Even though this 3D
true-color effect cannot be created without a dot ma-
trix hologram, one can reconstruct the stereographic
effect by using the so-called parallel method. That
is, if one lets his or her eyes see the two images
simultaneously by focusing at infinity, the 3D effect
will be re-created. It can be seen clearly from Fig.
23 a 3D true-color dot matrix hologram easily can
made by use of the newly developed dot matrix holo-
graphic printer.

7. Conclusions and Discussion

The optical configuration of the newly developed ho-
lographic printer Sparkle detailed in this paper
clearly demonstrates a simple yet efficient algorithm
for controlling the pitch of each grating pixel, which
in turn determines the color to be seen by a viewer at
a specific location. With the introduction of such
capabilities into a dot matrix holographic mastering
system, true-color dot matrix holograms are now a
reality. From the theoretical discussions, it is clear
that positions of the light source and the observer, the
grating pixel, the spectral response of light source,
the pitch and orientation of each grating pixel, the
composition of each graphic pixel, etc. must all be
specified to achieve the effects intended by the
graphic designer. With the capability to vary the
grating pitch now easily available, creating specific
visual effects in a dot matrix hologram is practical
and easy. In addition, a good preview function will
now become available because all parameters needed
to make a sound grating formula calculation are now
fully controllable in the holographic printer described
here. The experimental data obtained have clearly
demonstrated that composing color by using grating
pixels of various pitches can encompass almost the

3D true-color dot matrix hologram.
s of a



17. S. Takahashi, T. Toda, and F. Iwata, “Method of manufactur-
whole CIE chromaticity diagram. Grating pixels
can be used to give us a much wider color range than
any color-composition schemes currently available;
many colors that were typically unattainable by
more-traditional means, such as metallic colors, can
now be re-created by the newly developed dot matrix
holographic printer.
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